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Words by the Chair  
At the begining of the month our Committee 
welcomed the Dutch Presidency of the Council 
to a meeting which offered a chance to hear 
their priorties for the next six months. The key 
aspects of the priorities include managing 
migration and refugee flows, fighting terrorisn 
and radicalisation and also combatting 
cybercrime. The exchange of views allowed 
Members to ask concrete questions concerning 
Schengen, relocation and hotspots.  

Looking ahead the next few months, this is a crucial time for the EU to advanc e in 
efforts on better management of migration, as well as upholding solidarity amongst 
Member States with regards to the Dublin and the relocation of asylum-seekers. 

This month also saw the the presentation of the draft strategic report on the Committee's 
own initiative report on the holistic approach to migration. The report offers a clear 
assement of EU policies in  the area of migration and asylum and provides concrete 
recommendations that promote better manangement of migration as well as enhancing 
safer and legal routes to the EU whilst protecting our external borders (see also p.2).   

Bearing in mind that the Commission has presented its proposals on the EU External 
Boarder Coast Guard and it is due to present proposals on Dublin, the revision of t he 
Blue Card Directive, the strategic report can be used in providing an assessment as 
well as identifiying areas for improvement.  

Claude MORAES 

 

Chair's agenda 
 25-26 January: Informal JHA Council meeting in Amsterdam    

At the end of this month I will be attending the Informal Justice and Home Affairs Council meeting in 
Amsterdam. The main topics on the agenda include counterrorrism, cybersecurity, border 
management  and migration. Following the tragic events in Paris towards the end of the 2015, it is 
clear that national intelligence agencies must strengthen dialogue and trust in order to effectively 
address threats to security.  

With regards to migration, key issues to be discussed include Schengen, better use of the Dublin 
Regulation and relocation, and the proposed European Board Coast Guard. The presence of 
temporary border controls as well as the small amount of those relocated draw attention to a clear 
lack of solidarity amongst Member States which must urgently be addressed. 

The informal JHA council will serve as a great opportunity for me to express the views and concerns 
of the LIBE Committee in those key areas of Justice and Home Affairs (see also p.7). 

 

Highlight of the month 
Presentation of the draft report on "Situation in the 
Mediterranean and the need for a holistic EU 
approach to migration". 
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Highlights of the last LIBE meetings 
Learn what was discussed on 11, 14 and 18 January.  
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Upcoming LIBE meeting  
See an overview on the agenda of 25 January. 
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LIBE mission to Turkey 
Read about this mission to be held in February. 
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LIBE hearings 
Read more on the upcoming public hearings. 
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Latest news from JHA agencies 
Find the latest information concerning their work.  
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European Council and Council of 
the EU activities in the field of JHA 
See what was discussed during their last meetings. 
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Commission, Council of Europe and 
US Congress activities in JHA field 
Get to know more about their latest news. 
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A chat with... 
Agustín Díaz de Mera García Consuegra (EPP) 
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http://english.eu2016.nl/latest/events/2016/01/25/informal-meeting-of-the-ministers-of-justice-and-home-affairs
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In its Resolution of 17 December 2014, the European 
Parliament instructed the Committee on Civil Liberties, Justice 
and Home Affairs to assess the various policies at stake in the 
areas of migration, asylum and border management, to 
develop a set of recommendations and to report to Plenary in 
the form of a strategic initiative report.   
 

From 1 April 2015 (joint meeting  with DEVE on the nexus 
between Development and Migration) to 18 January 2016 
(presentation of the draft report), several LIBE slots have been 
dedicated to gathering information and allowing for exchange 
within the Committee between representatives of national 
authorities at various levels, civil society and academia, and 
LIBE Members. Evening screenings of migration related movies 
were hosted by several Members of the negotiation team. 

An inter-parliamentary meeting was dedicated to the 
substance of the report and ad hoc events with other 
committees have taken place. Eight committees have been 
issuing opinions to this strategic own-initiative report. On that 
basis, seven working documents have been drafted in 
preparation of the draft report, of which some are co-authored 
with shadow-rapporteurs. 

 

In an extra-ordinary LIBE meeting on Monday 18 January 
2016 the Co-rapporteurs Roberta Metsola (EPP) and Kashetu 
Kyenge (S&D) presented their draft strategic own initiative 
report on "The situation in the Mediterranean and the need 
for a holistic EU approach to migration" , followed by an 
exchange of views, including Ms. Marta Cygan, Director DG 
Home - European Commission, Mr. Peter Diez, Deputy 
Director Migration Policy, Ministry of Security and Justice for 
the Dutch Presidency and Professor Daniel Thym, Co-

Director of the Research Centre Immigration and Asylum 
Law, University Konstanz. 

 

In line with the aforementioned European Parliament 
resolution and extracting the key issues from the working 
documents, this report addresses the main challenges the EU 
is facing in the field of migration.  The challenges include:  the 
implementation of  solidarity-elements within policies on 
border checks, asylum and immigration, including the 
relocation mechanisms, the fight against criminal trafficking 
and smuggling, the management of the external borders and 
the cooperation with third countries, safe and legal routes, the 
implementation of the asylum acquis and the revision of the 
Dublin Regulation, legal migration and the financial aspects in 
these areas. 

 

"There is no quick fix to migration, underlined Co-rapporteur 
Roberta Metsola. We need to all move from our entrenched 
idealogical towers, look at every single aspect of the issue 
and come up with an all-encompassing plan that looks at all 
the short, medium and long-term options available. 

But coming up with a plan on paper is not enough, we must 
have something that works in practice and does not just serve 
to grab a few headlines before sitting on a shelf to gather 
dust. This is what we have tried to do with this report - we 
are determined to plot the political direction for future action 
on this issue. It simply cannot wait." 

 

The draft report will be available soon in all languages and the 
deadline for tabling amendments to this report has been set 
for 8 February 2016, at 20.00. 
  

Highlight of the month:  
 

Situation in the Mediterranean and the need for 

a holistic EU approach to migration 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-//EP//TEXT+TA+P8-TA-2014-0105+0+DOC+XML+V0//EN&language=EN
file://ipolbrusncf01/userdesktop$/nidavid/Desktop/2016_01_15_STRATEGIC%20OWN%20INITIATIVE%20REPORT_Information%20sheet.doc
http://www.emeeting.europarl.europa.eu/committees/agenda/201601/LIBE/LIBE(2016)0118_1/sitt-1633678
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11 January 2016, Brussels 

 Priorities of the Dutch Presidency of the Council of the 
European Union in the area of Justice and Home Affairs 

See page 7. 

*** 

14 January 2016, Brussels 

 Accession of Croatia to the Conventions on the protection 
of the European Communities' financial interests (Rap: 
Tomáš Zdechovský, EPP) 

Consideration of draft report and decision on deadline for tabling 
amendments (19 January at 12.00). 

 

 Establishing an EU common list of safe countries of origin 
for the purposes of common procedures for granting and 
withdrawing international protection (Rap: Sylvie 
Guillaume, S&D) 

Exchange of views with Commission representatives and 
presentation of the state of play in Council 

 

 Structured dialogue with Mr Dimitris Avramopoulos, 
Commissioner for Migration, Home Affairs and Citizenship 

Presentation of the implementation of current measures and of 
the border coast guard package adopted on 15 December 2015. 

 

Items adopted during this meeting: 

 Draft report on Agreement on Cooperation between 
Eurojust and Ukraine (Rap: Sylvia-Yvonne Kaufmann, S&D) 

 Draft report on Agreement on Cooperation between 
Eurojust and Montenegro (Rap: Nathalie Griesbeck, ALDE) 

 Vote on the text agreed during interinstitutional 
negotiations on Procedural safeguards for children suspected 
or accused in criminal proceedings (Rap: Caterina Chinnici, S&D) 

 

 Public access to documents (Rule 116(7)) for the years 
2014-2015 (Rap: Laura Ferrara, EFDD) 

Consideration of amendments. 

 

 Joint debate on the reports on 2014 discharge of: the EU 
agencies; EU-Lisa; EASO; Europol, Frontex; Cepol; 
Eurojust, EMCDDA; FRA; EDPS; European Commission-
Section III (Rap: Monica Macovei, ECR) 

The draft reports were presented by the Rapporteur and the 
deadline for tabling amendments was set for 26 January at 18.00. 

 Counter-terrorism cooperation and information sharing in 
Europe 

Exchange of views with Mr O' Connell, the Director for Operational 
Support and Analysis of INTERPOL, the Council Presidency, the 
Commission and the French Permanent Representation. 

 

 European Union Agency for Law Enforcement 
Cooperation and Training (Europol) 

Presentation of the new European Counter Terrorism Centre (ECTC). 

 

 Question for written answer to the Commission of 21 
October 2015 by Gérard Deprez on the exchange of data 
among Europol, Frontex and other EU bodies (E-014017-15) 

Exchange of views pursuant to Rule 130(4) of the EP Rules of 
Procedure. 

 

 Control of the acquisition and possession of weapons  
(Rap. for opinion: Bodil Valero, Greens) 

Presentation by the Commission and first exchange of views. 

 

 Joint debate on Agreements on the short-stay visa waiver 
between the European Union and the Republic of 
Colombia, the Kingdom of Tonga, the Republic of Kiribati, 
the Republic of Palau, the Republic of Peru  

Presentation by the Commission and the European External 
Action Service (EEAS) including the provisional application of 
these agreements. 

*** 

18 January 2016, Strasbourg 

 The situation in the Mediterranean and the need for a 
holistic EU approach to migration 

See page 2. 
 

Plenary: last part-session (18-21 January) 
 

-LIBE-related resolutions adopted:  

 Towards a Digital Single Market Act 

 Automated data exchange with regard to vehicle registration 
data (VRD) in Latvia 

 Presumption of innocence and right to be present at trial in 
criminal proceedings 
 

-LIBE-related debate held:  

 Situation in Poland 
  

Highlights of the last LIBE meetings: 
 

11, 14 and 18 January 
 

The full agenda, the documents and the webstreaming of the meetings are available here. 
 
 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-//EP//TEXT+TA+P8-TA-2016-0009+0+DOC+XML+V0//EN&language=EN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-//EP//NONSGML+TA+P8-TA-2016-0010+0+DOC+PDF+V0//EN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-//EP//NONSGML+TA+P8-TA-2016-0010+0+DOC+PDF+V0//EN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-//EP//NONSGML+TA+P8-TA-2016-0011+0+DOC+PDF+V0//EN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-//EP//NONSGML+TA+P8-TA-2016-0011+0+DOC+PDF+V0//EN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/plenary/en/debate-details.html?date=20160119&detailBy=date
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/plenary/en/debate-details.html?date=20160119&detailBy=date
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/ep-live/en/committees/search?committee=LIBE
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25 January 2016, Brussels, JAN 6Q2 

 Danish draft law on asylum seekers   

Following the decision taken by the plenary of the European 
Parliament on 20 January 2016, an exchange of views on the 
Danish draft law on asylum seekers has been scheduled in the 
presence of Danish authorities and the European Commission. 

 

 EU Agency for Fundamental Rights – Report on 
surveillance by intelligence services: fundamental rights 
safeguards and remedies in the EU 

In response to the European Parliament’s call for thorough 
research on fundamental rights protection in the context of 
surveillance (Resolution on 14 March 2014 on mass surveillance), 
the FRA issued this report that maps and analyses the legal 
frameworks on surveillance in place in EU Member States. 

It will be presented by Michael O'Flaherty, incoming Director of 
the agency in its first appearance in the LIBE committee. 

 

 Network of Justice and Home Affairs Agencies: 2015  
report of activities  by eu-LISA and presentation  of the 
2016 work programme by FRA 

The Justice and Home Affairs agencies network was established 
in 2006. It includes Europol, Eurojust, Frontex, eu-LISA, EASO, 
EIGE, EMCDDA, CEPOL and FRA and Eurojust. The European 
Commission also participates in the network. 

Each year a different agency takes over the chairmanship of the 
network. Eu-LISA held the chairmanship in 2015. In 2016 FRA is 
taking up this role for the first time. 

The eu-LISA Executive Director, Mr Garkov will present the key 
activities and achievements of the network in 2015, followed by a 
presentation by the FRA Director, Mr O’Flaherty of the key 
priority areas in 2016. Taking into account the political priorities 
and following the initiatives in 2015, the following priority actions 
for the year may be envisaged:  

 - Strengthened practical actions and information exchange 
among the JHA Agencies within the limits of their mandates in 
the areas of migration, asylum and border management and 
fight against organised and serious crime;   

- Enhanced focus on fundamental rights in policies and initiatives 
in the areas of freedom, security, justice and gender equality, 
including building on collaboration with civil society;  

- Further cooperation in the area of training, e.g. e-learning 
methodologies and tools, sharing of trainers and case studies, joint 
planning of training, cooperation in Schengen Evaluation training 

and extension of the training collaboration to the judicial sphere, in 
particular the European Judicial Training Network (EJTN) and the 
preparation of the methodology for the Strategic Training Needs 
Analysis as envisaged in the LETS communication;  

- Further efforts and synergies in the exchange of information 
within the limits of JHA Agencies’ mandates, cybersecurity and 
business continuity;  

- Development of operational collaboration with the partners 
outside the EU, in cooperation with European Commission and 
European External Action Service, in order to link EU law 
enforcement and migration management services with the 
partners in neighbouring countries to share knowledge and skills 
on return and readmission and to improve judicial and law 
enforcement cooperation to dismantle and prosecute the 
smuggling and trafficking networks. 

 

 Progress report in the EU’s 2013 – 2020 Drugs Strategy 
and 2013 – 2016 Action Plan on Drugs 

Presentation by the Commission. 

 

 European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction 
(EMCDDA) 

Presentation by the EMCDDA Director Mr Alexis Goosdeel of the 
EMCDDA's strategy and work programme for 2016-18 and the 
work programme for 2016. 

 

 Application of the Council Directive 2000/78/EC of 27 
November 2000 establishing a general framework for 
equal treatment in employment and occupation 
("Employment Equality Directive")                                       
(Rap. for opinion: Helga Stevens, ECR) 

Presentation of a draft opinion and decision on deadline for 
tabling amendments (Monday, 1 February). 
 

Item to be voted during this meeting: 

 Draft report on Accession of Croatia to the Conventions 
on the protection of the European Communities' financial 
interests (Rap: Tomáš Zdechovský, EPP) 

 

Next LIBE meeting:  Monday 1 February (Strasbourg) 

With the participation of Věra Jourová, Commissioner for 
Justice, Consumers and Gender Equality to present the state 
of play of the EU-US Safe Harbour. 

Upcoming LIBE meeting: 
 

25 January 2016 
 

Find the list of available meeting documents here. 
 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-//EP//TEXT+PV+20160120+ITEM-002+DOC+XML+V0//EN&language=EN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-//EP//TEXT+TA+P7-TA-2014-0230+0+DOC+XML+V0//EN
http://www.emeeting.europarl.europa.eu/committees/archives/201511/LIBE
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The Committee on Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs is 
organising a mission on refugee camps to Turkey from 8 to 10 (11 
if authorised) February.  
The objective of the mission is to visit refugee camps and to be 
informed about the situation of refugees in Turkey as well as the 
cooperation between Turkey and the EU in the context of the 
migration crisis. 
 
The programme of the mission will be composed of three main 
elements: 
1) Visit of a refugee camp in the South of Turkey in the region close 
to the border with Syria, if the security situation allows it, as the 
majority of refugee camps in Turkey are located in this region; 
2) Visit of facilities for refugees not living in camps: as the vast 
majority of refugees in Turkey do not live in camps and their 

situation is seen as much more problematic than that of refugees 
living in camps, it is planned to visit facilities set-up for this group 
of people. Examples of such facilities include Community 
Centres, which also receive EU funding; and 
3) Meetings in Ankara with Ministers in charge of migration-
related issues, as well as the Turkish Parliament and civil 
society. 
 
The delegation will be composed by the following LIBE MEPs: 
Sylvie Guillaume (Head of Delegation), S&D; Peter Niedermüller, 
S&D; Nathalie Griesbeck, ALDE; Tanja Fajon, S&D; Frank Engel, 
EPP; Anna Maria Corazza Bildt, EPP; and Salvatore Domenico 
Pogliese, EPP. 
They will report back later to the LIBE Committee about their 
findings and conclusions. 

 Mini hearing on "Fight against organised crime and corruption: stepping up the EU response", 16 February 
 

 
A mini hearing on "Fight against organised crime and corruption: stepping up the EU response" will be organised on 16 February by the 
LIBE Committee. 
The hearing is inscribed in the frame of an own-initiative report (Rapporteur: Laura Ferrara) following up on the CRIM Committee 
recommendations and shedding light on how best to respond to long-standing, as well as new challenges, in the area of organised 
crime and corruption. 
The hearing will gather academics and practitioners from Member States as well as Eurojust, in order to allow Members and interested 
public to learn from their various hands-on experiences. 

*** 
 

 Hearing on "Respect for Democracy, Fundamental rights and the Rule of law: the role of the judiciary", 22 February 

 

This hearing will be organised jointly by LIBE and 
AFCO Committees on 22 February from 4.30 pm 
to 6.30 pm. 

It is inscribed in the frame of the preparatory 
process for a LIBE 'own-initiative legislative 
report' under art. 225 TFEU (Rap: Sophie In't Veld, 
ALDE) the mandate for which originates in an EP 
resolution of 10 June 2015. 

The hearing will gather senior judges from 
Member States as well as judges from the Courts 
of Luxembourg and Strasbourg, with the aim of 
shedding light on how the judiciary can contribute 
to the monitoring, notably at EU level, of the 
respect for democracy, rule of law and 
fundamental rights in the Member States. 

  

Public hearings in February 

LIBE mission to Turkey 
From 8 to 10 (11 if authorised) February the LIBE Committee will participate in a mission to Turkey on migration issues. 
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Informative leaflet on location 

EASO issued an information leaflet on relocation of 
applicants for international protection. 
The leaflet provides comprehensive information on 
the relocation process and covers the following 

questions: What is relocation?; Does it apply to me?; Why will I be 
fingerprinted?; I have special needs. Will I be given priority?; To where 
can I be relocated?; Can I choose the country to which I will be 
relocated?; How will I know where I will be relocated to?; How long does 
the process take?; What will happen after I receive the relocation 
decision? 
 

New Chair and new Executive Director 
On 21 and 22 January, the EASO Management Board gathered in Malta 
to discuss EASO work in the framework of the EU Migration agenda and 
to elect a new Chairman of the Management Board and a new Executive 
Director. 
During the meeting, Mag Wolfgang Taucher was elected as the 
Chairman of the Management Board while José Carreira was elected as 
EASO Executive Director.  

*** 
 

Opinion on European information system for 
convicted non-EU nationals needs safeguards 
Boosting security in Europe by exchanging criminal 

record information about non-EU nationals is not without drawbacks, as 
FRA’s latest Opinion shows. While it could offer non-nationals proof of a 
clean criminal record, FRA points to the need to build in respect for 
privacy, for child rights and to protect personal data whilst ensuring 
potential victims have access to justice. The opinion is available here. 
  

Overviews of migration-related fundamental rights concerns  
In view of the increasing numbers of refugees, asylum seekers and 
migrants entering the EU, the European Commission asked FRA to 
collect data each week about the fundamental rights situation of people 
arriving in those Member States that have been particularly affected by 
large migration movements. The countries covered are Austria, 
Bulgaria, Croatia, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Italy and Slovenia. 
Information collected by the FRA include reception conditions for new 
arrivals, initial registration and asylum applications, with particular 
attention to the situation of vulnerable people, access to healthcare, 
racist incidents such as demonstrations, online hate speech or hate 
crime. As of January 2016, they will be published on a monthly basis and 
they will cover nine EU MS (the 8 above mentioned MS + Sweden). More 
information available at this link. 
 

Report on violence against children with disability 
International, European and national law all recognize the right to 
protection from all forms of violence. But even though protective 
measures are available, girls and boys with disabilities are more likely 
than their peers to experience violence, sexual abuse or bullying in 
schools, at home or in institutions across the European Union; they also 
often face violence linked to their disability. This new FRA’s report 
outlines relevant international and European standards and reviews 
national legislation and policies addressing violence against children 
with disabilities. The report also explores the extent and different 
causes, settings and forms of such violence, and presents measures and 
initiatives to prevent it. 

EU Member States common position at 
UNGASS 2016 
The UN General Assembly Special Session (UNGASS) in 
April 2016 is a major political moment and an 
opportunity for the international community to review 
and address the world drug problem. 

At UNGASS, the EU is united in reaffirming its commitment to the UN 
Drug Control Conventions, which provide sufficient scope and flexibility 
to accommodate a wide range of approaches to drug policy in 
accordance with national and regional specifics. At the same time, the 
EU reaffirms the need to respect human rights while implementing the 
international conventions. In this context, the EU calls for the abolition 
of the death penalty for drug-related crimes, for proportional sentencing 
and alternative measures to conviction or punishment.  
In its common position, adopted on 11 November 2015, the EU, 
while aiming at dismantling transnational organised crime groups 
involved in drug trafficking, emphasises that the international drug 
control conventions seek to safeguard the health and welfare of 
humankind and calls for a rebalancing of drug policy towards 
health-oriented approaches. 
Finally, the EU strongly advocates for the use of reliable 
monitoring, best practice and scientific evidence in drug policy.  

 
European Drugs Summer School (27 June – 8 July 2016) 
The EMCDDA has launched the fifth edition of the European Drugs 
Summer School on 'Illicit drugs in Europe: demand, supply and 
public policies'. As in previous years, the course is a combined 
effort between the University Institute of Lisbon (ISCTE–IUL) and 
the EMCDDA and is also supported by the US National Institute on 
Drug Abuse (NIDA). 
The European Drugs Summer School will take place in Lisbon from 27 
June to 8 July 2016. Registration opened on 7 January 2016. 

*** 
 

Rapid intervention teams in the Aegean 
islands 

On 3 December Greece asked Frontex to deploy rapid intervention 
teams in the Aegean islands to deal with the massive influx of migrants. 
The request was accepted on 10 December and an agreement with 
Greece was reached on 17 December. The operation dubbed "Poseidon 
Rapid Intervention" was launched on 28 December. This intervention 
replaces the "Joint Operation Poseidon Sea" with a higher number of 
officers, along with interpreters and forged document experts, who will 
assist with the identifying and fingerprinting of arriving migrants.  

 
Several cooperation agreements were signed by Frontex 
On 4 December an agreement was signed with Europol on the exchange 
of information on cross-border crime, including personal data of 
suspected criminals. On 17 December Frontex and the European 
Commission signed a delegation agreement, providing funding to the 
agency to implement satellite services dedicated to border surveillance 
as part of the Copernicus programme. 
On 14 January the European Fisheries Control Agency (EFCA) and 
Frontex agreed on closer cooperation. EFCA will provide information of 
its Vessel Monitoring System (VMS) to Frontex. The VMS monitors 
legitimate fishing vessels. The Commission proposals for the new 
European border and coast guard agency also foresee extended 
cooperation between EFCA and Frontex.  

Latest news from JHA Agencies 

https://easo.europa.eu/download/106012/
http://fra.europa.eu/en/opinion/2015/fra-opinion-exchange-information-third-country-nationals-under-possible-system
http://fra.europa.eu/en/theme/asylum-migration-borders/overviews
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2015/children-disabilities-violence
https://www.unodc.org/documents/ungass2016/Contributions/IO/EU_COMMON_POSITION_ON_UNGASS.pdf
http://www.drugsummerschool.cies.iscte-iul.pt/np4/home
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News from the US Congress 

Conclusions of Luxembourg Presidency 
On Monday 21 December, Étienne Schneider, Deputy Prime 
Minister and Minister for Internal Security, Jean Asselborn, 
Minister of Migration and Asylum and Felix Braz, Minister of 
Justice presented to the LIBE Members the Conclusions of the 
Luxembourg Presidency of the European Union in the area of 
Justice and Home Affairs. 

Among other issues, the Ministers referred to the 
interinstitutional political agreements reached in key legislative 
files such as the Data protection package, the Directive on the 
presumption of innocence, the Directive on procedural 
safeguards for children in criminal proceedings, the Regulation 
on Europol. The Council political "Rule of Law dialogue" was also 
the object of discussion. 

*** 

Priorities of the Netherlands Presidency 
During the first LIBE meeting on 2016, Ard van der Steur, Minister 
of Security and Justice and Klaas Dijkhof, State Secretary of 
Security and Justice and Minister for Immigration presented to the 
Members the priorities of the Netherlands Presidency. 

ECRIS-European Criminal Records Information System

The correct management of migration and refugee flows and 
fighting terrorism and radicalisation were set as top JHA 
priorities. Combatting cybercrime is also high on the agenda of 
the incoming Presidency. 

Several MEPs were concerned about the situation in Poland and 
called on the Council to take firm action to guarantee that the 
rule of law was respected within the EU. 

*** 

Informal Justice and Home Affairs Council 
on 25-26 January  

The Netherlands Presidency will hold its informal meeting on 
Justice and Home Affairs on 25 and 26 January 2016 in 
Amsterdam. Claude Moraes, LIBE Chair, will attend. 

The agenda includes discussions on measures against terrorism, 
in particular, information exchange between EU Member States 
and relevant EU agencies on foreign fighters and the importance 
of local approaches to radicalisation as part of national counter 
terrorism strategies. 

The Presidency intends to discuss recent developments in the field of 
migration. Justice Ministers will focus on the fight against cybercrime. 

Winter Session of the Parliamentary Assembly 

On 19 January the Commission proposed a Directive amending 
the third pillar instruments on which the European Criminal 
Records Information System (ECRIS) is established. 

The proposal aims to facilitate the exchange of criminal records 
of third country nationals in the EU by upgrading the ECRIS in a 
way that will allow easy access of the competent national 
authorities to the criminal convictions of those persons convicted 
in the Member States. 

To tackle the difficulty in correctly identifying convicted third country 
nationals, the convicting Member State is obliged to store and 
exchange fingerprint data as part of the criminal record information. 

The United States on 21 January began implementing the 
restrictions to the Visa Waiver Programme which were voted by 
the Congress end of last year. 

The Department of Homeland Security has issued information on 
the practicalities of this implementation.  In Congress there is a 
movement to roll back the changes as far as dual citizenship is 
concerned. On Wednesday, Republican Rep. Justin Amash and 
Democratic Rep. John Conyers introduced a bill that would 
eliminate a provision aimed at restricting the entry of dual 
nationals of Iran, Syria, Sudan and Iraq (Equal Protection in 
Travel Act of 2016 – H.R. 4380). 

Europe's migration and refugee crisis and international terrorism will 
take centre-stage at the Winter Session of the Parliamentary 
Assembly of the Council of Europe (Strasbourg, 25-29 January 2016). 

The migration crisis will be addressed with reports on "The 
Mediterranean Sea: a front door to irregular migration" and on 
"Organised crime and migrants".  

With regard to international terrorism, reports on "Foreign 
fighters in Syria and Iraq" and "Combating international terrorism 
while protecting Council of Europe standards and values" will be 
the focus of discussions. 

Among the personalities who will be addressing the Assembly 
are the President of Bulgaria, Rossen Plevneliev and the Captains 
Regent of San Marino, Lorella Stefanelli and Nicola Renzi. 

 Daniel Mitov, Minister for Foreign Affairs of Bulgaria, will 
address the Assembly in his capacity as Chairperson of the 
Committee of Ministers, and the Secretary General of the Council 
of Europe, Thorbjørn Jagland, will make his annual statement. 

 

European Council and Council of the EU 
activities in the field of JHA 

 

News from the Commission  News from the Council of Europe 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/ep-live/en/committees/video?event=20151221-1500-COMMITTEE-LIBE
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/ep-live/en/committees/video?event=20160111-1500-COMMITTEE-LIBE
http://english.eu2016.nl/latest/events/2016/01/25/informal-meeting-of-the-ministers-of-justice-and-home-affairs
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_MEMO-16-91_en.htm
http://www.dhs.gov/news/2016/01/21/united-states-begins-implementation-changes-visa-waiver-program
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Q: Why did you choose to 
become a member of the LIBE 
Committee? 

A: Since 1989, I have been a 
Member of Parliament first in 
the "Congreso" (Chamber of 
Deputies) and the Senate in 
Spain and then an MEP in the 
European Parliament already 
spanning two and a half 
legislative terms. 

I believe that in public office the 
legislative work and the 

oversight of the executive are the most important and satisfying 
tasks for a politician. 

 

Q: You are also an active member of the Delegation for 
relations with the countries of the Andean Community 
(DAND) and a substitute Member in the DEVE Committee. 
How do you share your time between these, and what 
interactions do you see in your work? 

A: For a Spanish citizen in public office Latin America is a key 
point of reference and a passion. 

The development policies of the EU, which is the first world 
donor, have very significant effects in the American sub-
continent and I particularly enjoy my work in this area. 

 

Q: In your opinion, what are the main challenges that the 
Union is facing in the field of Justice and Civil Liberties? 

A: The main challenges are: the correct management of 
migratory flows; the humane reception of refugees in 
accordance with the Geneva Convention;  ensuring the 
freedom of movement for EU citizens in the Schengen area; 
protecting the external borders of the EU in a shared effort; 
reforming the Dublin system; generating fit to purpose 
integration policies; fighting effectively against trafficking in 
human beings; setting up a coastguard body that saves lives 
at sea; fighting against all forms of terrorism, providing the 
EU with effective instruments for the prevention of terrorism 
and the prosecution of those involved; fighting against any 
kind of radicalisation and recruitment; putting an end to

 regional conflicts in neighbouring countries which bring about 
the suffering and mass displacement of population. 

 

Q: Half of the Members of the LIBE Committee were 
elected in 2014; do you see in your working relationship 
with colleagues a difference between "veterans" and 
"newer" Members? 

A: I have not seen any differences. 

 

Q: What is it like to be a rapporteur in LIBE?  What is the 
part of the work as rapporteur that you enjoy the most? Is 
there something that you like less about it?  

A: I am very interested in the legislative work and therefore 
also in the debate and interinstitutional dialogue to reach 
agreements leading to the adoption of EU legislative acts 
such as Directives, Regulations and Decisions. 

 

 

On a more personal note... 

 

Q: Do your obligations as MEP and LIBE Rapporteur leave 
you some free time for reading? What book would we find 
on your bedside table these days?  

A: Every day I read articles and press on work related topical 
issues. 

 

Q: Have you got the time to enjoy the city of Brussels 
from time to time, would you share with us your favourite 
corner of the town or something you like to do when you 
are here? 

A: I like Brussels very much as a whole but I think that "the 
Capital of Europe" should make an effort to improve the 
cleanliness of its streets. 

 

*** 

Disclaimer: The opinions expressed in this article are the 
author's own and do not necessarily reflect the view of the 
LIBE Committee as a whole.  

A chat with... 

Agustín Díaz De Mera García Consuegra 
 

 
In this issue we start our round of talks with LIBE Rapporteurs and more specifically with Agustín Díaz De Mera García Consuegra  
(EPP, ES). Mr Díaz De Mera García Consuegra  has been a Member of LIBE since he was elected in 2004. He was the Rapporteur of 
the recently adopted Europol Regulation as well as the two reports on the draft Council implementing decision approving the 
conclusion by Europol of: 1) the Agreement on Operational and Strategic Cooperation with Bosnia and Herzegovina, and  2) the 
Agreement on Strategic Cooperation in the fight against serious crime and terrorism with the United Arab Emirates.  
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BECKER Heinz K. (AT) 
BONI Michał (PL) 
DATI Rachida (FR) 
DÍAZ DE MERA GARCÍA CONSUEGRA Agustín (ES) 
ENGEL Frank (LU) 
GABRIEL Mariya (BG) 
GÁL Kinga (HU) (1

st
 Vice-Chair) 

HOHLMEIER Monika (DE) 
HORTEFEUX Brice (FR) 
KUDRYCKA Barbara (PL) (4

th
 Vice-Chair) 

MATERA Barbara (IT) 
METSOLA Roberta (MT) 
MUSSOLINI Alessandra (IT) 
NAGY József (SK) 
SÓGOR Csaba (RO) 
UNGUREANU Traian (RO) 
ZDECHOVSKÝ Tomáš (CZ) 
 

CHINNICI Caterina (IT)  
FAJON Tanja (SI)  
FLAŠÍKOVÁ BEŇOVÁ Monika (SK) 
GOMES Ana (PT) 
GUILLAUME Sylvie (FR)  
IOTOVA Iliana (BG) (2

nd
 Vice-Chair)  

KAUFMANN Sylvia-Yvonne (DE)  
KYENGE Kashetu (IT) 
LAURISTIN Marju (EE) 
LÓPEZ AGUILAR Juan Fernando (ES)  
MORAES Claude (UK) (Chair) 
NIEDERMÜLLER Péter (HU)  
POST Soraya (SE) 
SIPPEL Birgit (DE) 
WEIDENHOLZER Josef (AT) 
 

HALLA-AHO Jussi (FI) 
KIRKHOPE Timothy (UK) 
MACOVEI Monica Luisa (RO) 
ŠKRIPEK Branislav (SK) 
STEVENS Helga (BE) 
VON STORCH Beatrix (DE) 
TOMAŠEVSKI Valdemar (LT)  
 

GRIESBECK Nathalie (FR) 
HYUSMENOVA Filiz (BG) 
IN 'T VELD Sophia (NL) 
MICHEL Louis (BE) 
WIKSTRÖM Cecilia (SE) 
 

ANDERSON Martina (UK) 
BJÖRK Malin (SE) 
ERNST Cornelia (DE) 
VERGIAT Marie-Christine (FR) 
 

ALBRECHT Jan Philipp (DE) (3
rd

 Vice-Chair) 
JOLY Eva (FR) 
SARGENTINI Judith (NL) 
VALERO Bodil (SE) 
 

BATTEN Gerard (UK) 
CORRAO Ignazio (IT) 
FERRARA Laura (IT) 
WINBERG Kristina (SE) 

FONTANA Lorenzo (IT) 
MAEIJER Vicky (NL) 
VILIMSKY Harald (AT) 

VOIGT Udo (DE) 

BOCSKOR Andrea (HU) 
COELHO Carlos (PT) 

CORAZZA BILDT Anna Maria (SE) 
CSÁKY Pál (SK) 

FLORENZ Karl-Heinz (DE) 
JIMÉNEZ-BECERRIL BARRIO Teresa (ES) 

KALINOWSKI Jarosław (PL) 
LENAERS Jeroen (NL) 

MELO Nuno (PT) 
MORANO Nadine (FR) 

PABRIKS Artis (LV) 
POGLIESE Salvatore Domenico (IT) 

RADEV Emil (BG) 
SARVAMAA Petri (FI) 

ŠTĚTINA Jaromír (CZ) 
THUN UND HOHENSTEIN Róża Gräfin von (PL) 

VOSS Axel (DE) 
VOZEMBERG-VRIONIDI Elissavet (GR) 

 

BAYET Hugues (BE) 
BLINKEVIČIŪTĖ Vilija (LT) 

DALLI Miriam (MT) 
DRĂGHICI Damian (RO) 

GARCÍA PÉREZ Iratxe (ES) 
HEDH Anna (SE) 

KAMMEREVERT Petra (DE) 
KYRKOS Miltiadis (GR) 

MAMIKINS Andrejs (LV) 
MORGANO Luigi (IT) 

PAVEL Emilian (RO) 
PIRI Kati (NL) 

REVAULT D'ALLONNES BONNEFOY Christine (FR) 
SCHLEIN Elly (IT) 

VIOTTI Daniele (IT) 
 

DALTON Daniel (UK) 
JUREK Marek (PL) 

LOONES Sander (NL) 
UJAZDOWSKI Kazimierz Michał (PL) 

VAN ORDEN Geoffrey (UK) 
VISTISEN Anders Primdahl (DK) 

 

DEPREZ Gérard (BE) 
JEŽEK Petr (CZ) 

MLINAR Angelika (AT) 
PAGAZAURTUNDÚA RUIZ Maite (ES) 

PETERSEN Morten Helveg (DK) 
 

ALBIOL GUZMÁN Marina (ES) 
CHRYSOGONOS Kostas (GR) 

DE JONG Dennis (NL) 
SPINELLI Barbara (IT) 

 

KELLER Ska (DE) 
LAMBERT Jean (UK) 

LUNACEK Ulrike (AT) 
TERRICABRAS Josep-Maria (ES) 

 

AGEA Laura (IT) 
BERGERON Joëlle (FR) 

HOOKEM Mike (UK) 
JAMES Diane (UK) 

ATKINSON Janice (UK) 
LEBRETON Gilles (FR) 

LE PEN Marine (FR) 

SYNADINOS Eleftherios (GR) NI 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/committees/en/libe/members.html#menuzone
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